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PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

Distinguishing market and social
research from other activities

M

uch market and social research relies
on the goodwill and co-operation of the
general public. One of the key things we
guarantee respondents when obtaining their consent to take part in a research survey is anonymity.
We do not mix market or social research with any
other activity, so people who participate can be
assured that their details are kept confidential
and no unexpected follow up will occur. To quote
from the Key Principles of the AMSRS Code:
‘The purpose of market research is to collect
and analyse information and not to directly sell
or promote goods or services, influence respondents’ opinions or engage in other non-research
activities.’
Rule 15 of the Code prohibits any non-research
activity while conducting market and social research. Non-research activities include (but are not
confined to) database updating or compilation and
the collection of personally identified testimonials
as well as sales or promotional approaches to
individual respondents.

These are acceptable activities in their own
right, but should not be combined with market
and social research as, by definition, research
anonymity rules cannot be applied to them.
Some recent queries to AMSRS seeking
clarification on this distinction include:
• Whether the researcher can hand out client
promotional material at the end of a focus
group or send respondents to an ad for the client’s product at the close of an online survey.
• Whether it is permissible to pass back identified information to the client to enhance their
customer database if the respondent has
given permission.
• Whether, after completing an online survey,
selected customers can be asked to opt in
to allow their comments to be used for testimonials on the client’s website and other
promotional material.
All these activities are contrary to the basis
on which respondents are asked to participate in
a market or social research project – that their

responses are kept confidential and the information
they provide on this basis will not be used to sell or
promote anything to them as individuals.
Not only do these activities contravene Rule 15 of
the Code, they also breach Rule 4, which reinforces
the confidentiality of response and states the circumstances in which personally identified information can
be passed to clients; namely with explicit respondent
consent and only for a research-related purpose.
To the first query mentioned, researchers have
obligations to treat respondents with respect and care,
as outlined in Rule 5. If a survey’s subject matter may
cause upset or uncover a problem, researchers should
inform respondents what help resources are available
so they may take advantage of them if they wish.
Sales and direct marketing approaches are legitimate activities operating under different regulations
and codes from market and social research. The
Australian Direct Marketing Association Code of Professional Behaviour clearly differentiates sales and
marketing activities from market research and sets
out clear guidelines for good practice. Enforceable
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codes clearly define the activities which they cover.
It is important for market and social researchers
to be clear about the activities that are covered by
their operations in order to ensure best practice
as well as to differentiate our industry, brand and
practices from other types of data collection.

Insurance – with some members reducing
their annual insurances costs from $9000
to $3000 (without compromising cover or
quality).

Jane Gregory, AMSRS professional
standards officer

Grant awarded
to ‘pioneering’
research project
The Australian Research Council has awarded a
$150,000 ‘linkage grant’ to a research project on
questionnaire design for online surveys. Led by
Sara Dolnicar from the University of Queensland,
the three-year collaborative effort involves
AMSRS and seven research agencies who have
committed funds, time and resources to developing the ‘research sciences’ through the project:
YellowSquares, GMI, Your source, Vision Critical,
Nine Rewards, SSI and Research Now. For more
information, contact Duncan Rintoul at the University of Wollongong on drintoul@uow.edu.au.

Discounted banking, finance, and EFTPOS;
Free ad-hoc legal advice;
Tailored health insurance;
HR and IR advice; and
Discounted travel and accommodation.
Access 1st’s Ally Malo said rather than
simply advertising consumer offerings
readily available through ‘deal sites’, they
negotiated offers which truly addressed
p ro fe ss i o n a l n e e d s , u s i n g m e m b e r s’
feedback to target suppliers providing
relevant industry services or products.
Forty AMSRS members have recently
t a k e n u p t a i l o re d p ro f e s s i o n a l r i s k
management and business insurance with
one of Access1st’s major partners, Parmia
•
•
•
•

For more information about
special deals available to
AMSRS members, log in to
the AMSRS website and go to
the Member Centre.

www.amsrs.com.au

THE

ORU
ONLINE RESEARCH UNIT

Panels recruited through multiple sources
Surveys built for multiple devices

Talk to us and find out the
multiple reasons why our
clients trust The ORU as
their preferred online
sample provider.

For further information please contact Sam Dier on 02-8922 9200 | www.theoru.com
Australias leading:
• Consumer and Business Panels (Aus and NZ)
• Client Service team
• Experienced in-house Data Processing team.

QSOAP – Quality Standard for Online Access Panels

